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Abstract

Blocking constraints are ubiquitous in machine scheduling. In a flowshop scenario, a machine
might get blocked by a job that has just been processed by the same machine. This happens when
there is no buffer where the job can temporarily go before the next machine is available to process
it. This also happens when two successive machines depend on a mutually exclusive resource
to process the same job. In this paper, we show that under certain conditions, two successive
machines operating under blocking constraints involving mutually exclusive resources can virtually
be treated as a joint machine. Before performing search, we then use this makespan preserving
property in reengineering a permutation flowshop. The reengineered flowshop model can actually
be used by any arbitrary search algorithm to improve efficiency. We show an example of machine
conjoining in the waste treatment industry. We also empirically show that such reengineering helps
state-of-the-art flowshop search algorithms obtain significantly better makespan values than when
the original model is used. Flowshop reengineering is appealing particularly because it helps obtain
a higher abstraction level and any search algorithm can use it as a preprocessing step.
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1. Introduction

Machines followed by limited buffers or no buffers are subject to blocking constraints. In
such a case, a machine might get blocked by the current job that has just been processed by
the same machine. In a flowshop scenario, this happens when there is no buffer where the job
can temporarily go before the next machine is available to process it. This also happens when
two successive machines depend on a mutually exclusive resource process the same job. Blocking
constraints are ubiquitous in machine scheduling. When there is no temporary buffer, a small truck
full of gravel cannot be unloaded, if the concrete mixer is not free. Also, when the same operator
runs both the truck and the mixer, only one of them can be run at a time. Machine blocking is
also a relevant resource or causal constraint in a coordinated planning and scheduling context.

In this paper, we study the simultaneous use of various types of blocking constraints within
permutation flowshops, where each of a sequence of machines processes a number of jobs in the
same given permutation order. In this context, a blocking permutation flowshop scheduling problem
(BPFSP) allows only one type of blocking constraints in a given problem instance, while a mixed
blocking permutation flowshop scheduling (MBPFSP) allows multiple types. MBPFSP has been
observed in the cider industry (Riahi et al., 2017). For brevity and direct relevance with this
work, we refer only to the recent research on makespan minimisation for BPFSP using iterated
greedy search (Tasgetiren et al., 2017) and water wave optimisation search (Shao et al., 2018), and
for MBPFSP using blocking constraint-guided local search (Riahi et al., 2019) and scatter search
(Riahi et al., 2017). All such research is on search algorithms, assuming a given problem model.
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In this paper, we show that blocking constraints involving mutually exclusive resources, under
certain conditions, help virtually conjoin two successive machines in MBPFSP to get an abstract
joint machine. We then use this makespan preserving property in reengineering a permutation flow-
shop before performing search. This reengineering approach shortens the job processing pipeline
and eliminates or simplifies blocking constraints present in the flowshop model. As a result, search
algorithms become more efficient and explore more solutions within a given timeout, and conse-
quently find significantly better makespan values than when no reengineering is used. We em-
pirically evaluate the effect of such reengineering approach on state-of-the-art search algorithms
on a set of benchmark instances. Problem reformulation is a promising means to improve search
performance. We use it in MBPFSP; which is new to the best of our knowledge. It is appealing
because any search algorithm can use it.

Combining two successive machines into one machine is possible in industries. As an example,
in the waste treatment industry, a tank and a blender after a truck and before a composting bed
or an anaerobic digestor can be treated as a virtual joint machine (see Section 4 for details). Also,
one can loosely consider machines to be abstract entities that manufacture products or provide
services. With that in mind, even a human doing some repetitive tasks can be virtually treated as
a machine. Consider a hospital scenario where an anesthesia doctor after performing anesthesia
has to stay with the patient until the surgery is completed and the patient gets awaken. This
creates a blocking constraint between the two stages anesthesia and surgery. To improve makespan
optimisation search, these two stages can be thought of as a combined stage.

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 covers preliminaries of permutation flowshops and block-
ing constraints, Section 3 describes proposed flowshop reengineering approach that uses blocking
constraints, Section 5 explores related literature of flowshops and blocking constraints, Section 6
presents our experimental results, and Section 7 presents our conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

MBPFSP is a more generalised variant of permutation flowshops to allow the simultaneous
use of various blocking constraints in a mixed fashion (Trabelsi et al., 2012). As is the case for
flowshops, makespan minimisation for MBPFSP is also NP-Hard (Riahi et al., 2017).

An MBPFSP instance has a set I of m machines and a set J of n jobs. Each job with label j
can be processed by a machine with label i in P ij > 0 time. The machines of a given MBPFSP
instance are in a predefined machine sequence µ. However, the permutation π of the jobs is to
be determined such that each machine processes the jobs in the same order as in π. Consequently,
a solution to an MBPFSP instance is represented by a job permutation π. Let [k] be the kth job
in a given π and 〈l〉 be the lth machine in a given µ. In flowshops, each free machine 〈l〉 starts a
job [k] as soon as the job is available to the machine. Each machine can process at most one job at
a time. Each job can be processed by at most one machine at a time. Once started, processing of a
given job continues at a given machine without preemption and until the processing is completed.
However, once processing is completed, the job might not leave the machine immediately and
thus might block the machine, depending on the given blocking constraint. Let Bl denote the
blocking constraint on machine 〈l〉. Other than getting blocked, a machine might also stay idle, if
it is ready to process another job and the next job is yet to come from the previous machine. We
use P to denote the set of all P ij with i ∈ I and j ∈ J , and B to denote the sequence of all Bl.

Let Slk < C lk ≤ Llk respectively denote the starting, completion, and leaving time of job
[k] at machine 〈l〉. There is neither machine 〈0〉 nor job [0], but for convenience we assume
C0
k = L0

k = C l0 = Ll0 = 0. Job [k] = j is completed at machine 〈l〉 = i after P ij time; so

C lk = Slk + P ij . Job [k] leaves machine 〈l − 1〉, if machine 〈l〉 is available; so Ll−1k = Slk and so

C l−1k ≤ Slk. There are further conditions on Slk, C
l
k, and Llk of each job each machine due to the

flowshop constraints and as well as the blocking constraints, but these are defined later. For a
given solution π to a given MBPFSP instance, we get a schedule S(π) =

⋃
l,k{Slk, C lk, Llk} by
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accumulating the starting, completion, and leaving times of each job at each machine. Given a
schedule S(π) of a given solution π, the makespan C(π) = Cmn is obtained from the completion
time of job [n] at machine 〈m〉 of the given MBPFSP. Given a π, the time complexity to compute
C(π) is O(mn). Given an MBPFSP, the search and optimisation task is to obtain a permutation
π∗ such that C(π∗) = minπ C(π) is the minimum over all possible permutations.

There exists four types of blocking constraints in MBPFSP: without blocking (Wb), release
when starting blocking (RSb) (Lovner, 1969), release when completing blocking (RCb)
(Martinez et al., 2006), and release when completing blocking* (RCb*) (Trabelsi et al., 2012).
A machine 〈l〉 under Wb constraint can start job [k] after completing job [k − 1], if job [k] has
been completed at machine 〈l − 1〉 i.e. C lk−1 ≤ Slk and C l−1k ≤ Slk. The Wb constraint is rather
the typical flowshop constraint than a blocking constraint. Under Wb, job [k − 1] stays at a buffer
for Llk−1 − C lk−1 time. A machine 〈l〉 under RSb constraint can start job [k] after completing job
[k − 1], if job [k − 1] has also left machine 〈l〉 and is at machine 〈l + 1〉, and of course, if job [k]
has been completed at machine 〈l − 1〉 i.e. Llk−1 ≤ Slk and C l−1k ≤ Slk. A machine 〈l〉 under RCb*
constraint can start job [k] after completing job [k − 1], if job [k − 1] has also been completed
by machine 〈l + 1〉 (may not have left), and of course, if job [k] has been completed at machine
〈l − 1〉 i.e. C l+1

k−1 ≤ Slk and C l−1k ≤ Slk. A machine 〈l〉 under RCb constraint can start job [k]
after completing job [k − 1], if job [k − 1] has been completed by machine 〈l + 1〉 and also has left
machine 〈l + 1〉, and of course, if job [k] has been completed at machine 〈l − 1〉 i.e. Ll+1

k−1 ≤ S
l
k and

C l−1k ≤ Slk. Notice that the last machine is effectively always under Wb constraint (Bm = Wb),
and henceforth, we will assume so.

Given a permutation π of the jobs, one can easily compute a schedule S such that all the
blocking constraints in a given MBPFSP instance are satisfied. For each π, there could be an infinite
number of S satisfying all constraints, but considering the objective of makespan minimisation, we
can easily adopt a strategy of earliest possible starting of each job at each machine. Henceforth, we
will only consider schedules that will satisfy all blocking constraints and have the earliest possible
starting time for each job at each machine. As such, Table 1 summarises the formulas needed to
compute such a schedule and its makespan from a given π of a given MBPFSP instance.

Table 1: The earliest starting strategy and various blocking constraints

Bl Slk Bl Slk
Wb max(C l−1k , C lk−1) RSb max(C l−1k , Llk−1 = Sl+1

k−1)

RCb* max(C l−1k , C l+1
k−1) RCb max(C l−1k , Ll+1

k−1 = Sl+2
k−1)

Figure 1 left shows an MBPFSP example with 3 jobs and 5 machines. Blocking constraints are
shown beside machine labels. The schedule for a given solution as per the earliest starting strategy
is also shown, where machine blocking and idle times are clearly marked.
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Figure 1: An example MBPFSP schedule before (left) and after (right) reengineering by machine conjoining

3. Proposed Flowshop Reengineering

Consider the flowshop schedule shown in Figure 1 left. Machine 2 starts each job as soon as it is
completed by machine 1. Similarly, machine 4 starts each job as soon as it is completed by machine
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3. This is not the case for machines 3 and 5. Neither of them can start job 2 as soon as machines
2 and 4 complete them respectively. Looking at this schedule, one might consider that machines 1
and 2 are rather part of one abstract machine and machine 2 always immediately starts processing
jobs as soon as they are completed by machine 1. So the abstract machine can be considered to
be doing the processing for both machines in one go. Similarly, we can consider another abstract
machine instead of machines 3 and 4. Using these abstract machines with appropriate labeling,
we can obtain an abstract schedule shown in Figure 1 right, which has only three machines. In
the figure, the dashed lines in the processing slots of abstract machines 1′ and 3′ show where
processing of actual machine 1 and machine 3 finish and as such where that of actual machines 2
and 4 respectively start in the original schedule. Notice that abstract machines 1′ and 3′ are under
different blocking constraints than those on machines 1 and 3. Nevertheless, the makespan values
of both the two schedules are the same, and any of the two schedules can be easily computed from
the other. The question is when we can perform such abstractions and under what conditions such
that the makespan is preserved through the abstraction process and the blocking constraints in
the original schedule are satisfied whenever those in the abstract schedule are satisfied.

In this work we identify successive machines that can be treated as an abstract joint machine.
Given an MBPFSP instance, under certain conditions, we virtually conjoin two successive machines
in the machine sequence to obtain a single abstract joint machine. The effect of conjoining is that
the resultant machine, without any delay in between, does the total processing done previously by
the two successive machines before conjoining. Conversely, we virtually disjoin the two machines
that have been conjoined before such that the processing times for a job is divided between the
two separated machines operating back to back without any delay in between. Figure 2 shows an
example of machine conjoining and disjoining, which are reversible transformations.
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k

P
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[k] P

〈l+1〉
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disjoining

Figure 2: Machine conjoining and disjoining in a permutation flowshop

Below we define an MBFSP model with its essential components and then define algebraic
operators that work on those components. We perform reengineering on the MBPFSP models.

Definition 1 (Flowshop Models). We define an MBPFSP modelM = (I, J, P, µ,B) to denote
an MBPFSP instance, where I is the set of machines, J is the set of jobs, P is the set of processing
times for job-machine pairs, µ is the machine sequence, B is the sequence of blocking constraints.

Definition 2 (Sequence Operators). We define the following two algebraic operators to work
on sequences such as µ and B. A sequence s is represented by . . . , sl, . . ., where l is the index.

1. replace(s, l, s′l): Remove two elements respectively from positions l + 1 and l of s, and then
insert s′l at position l to obtain the resultant sequence s′

. . . , sl−1, sl, sl+1, sl+2, . . . −→ . . . , s′l−1 = sl−1, s
′
l, s
′
l+1 = sl+2, . . .

2. restore(s, l, s′l, s
′
l+1): Remove the element at position l of s, and then insert s′l and s′l+1 re-

spectively at positions l and l + 1 to obtain the resultant sequence s′

. . . , sl−1, sl, sl+1, . . . −→ . . . , s′l−1 = sl−1, s
′
l, s
′
l+1, s

′
l+2 = sl+1, . . .

Lemma 3 (Sequence Operators). Given an MBPFSP model M with m machines, operators
replace(s, l, s′l) and restore(s, l, s′l, s

′
l+1) require O(m) time and memory, where s is either µ or B.

Proof: The proof is straightforward from the definitions of the operators. �
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Definition 4 (Set Operators). We define the following two algebraic operators to work on the
set P of processing times P ij for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J . For these two operators, assume P i represented

by {P ij : j ∈ J} is a set of processing times for each job j for a given machine i ∈ I.

1. collapse(P, i′, i′′, i): Add P ij = P i
′
j + P i

′′
j to P , for each j ∈ J . Remove P i

′
j and P i

′′
j from P ,

for each j ∈ J . Return the resultant set P ′ of processing times.
2. expand(P, i, i′, i′′, P i

′
): For each j ∈ J , add P i

′
j and P i

′′
j = P ij − P i

′
j to P . Remove P ij from

P , for each j ∈ J . Return the resultant set P ′ of processing times.

Lemma 5 (Set Operators). Given an MBPFSP model M with m machines and n jobs, opera-
tors collapse(P, i′, i′′, i) and expand(P, i, i′, i′′, P i

′
) require O(n) time and O(mn) memory.

Proof: The proof is straightforward from the definitions of the operators. �

We define operators below to conjoin two successive machines and their schedules.

Definition 6 (Conjoin Machines). Given a machine label i 6∈ I, a blocking constraint b ∈
{Wb,RSb,RCb*,RCb}, and a machine position l, operator conjoinMachines(M, l, i, b) conjoins given
machines 〈l〉 and 〈l + 1〉 in a given MBPFSP model M = (I, J, P, µ,B) and returns an MBPFSP
model M′ = (I ′, J ′, P ′, µ′, B′) where the following conditions hold.

• I ′ = I ∪ {i} \ {〈l〉, 〈l + 1〉}
• P ′ = collapse(P, 〈l〉, 〈l + 1〉, i)
• B′ = repace(B, l, b)

• J ′ = J

• µ′ = replace(µ, l, i)

Definition 7 (Conjoin Schedules). Given a schedule S and a machine position l, operator
conjoinSchedules(S, l) conjoins schedules of machines 〈l〉 and 〈l + 1〉 for each job to obtain a resul-
tant joint schedule S ′, which is computed in the following way.

1. Each Sl
′
k with l′ ≤ l in S is directly in S ′. Each Sl

′
k with l′ > l+ 1 in S is in S ′ but as Sl

′−1
k .

2. Each C l
′
k with l′ < l in S is directly in S ′. Each C l

′
k with l′ ≥ l+ 1 in S is in S ′ but as C l

′−1
k .

3. Each Ll
′
k with l′ < l in S is directly in S ′. Each Ll

′
k with l′ ≥ l+ 1 in S is in S ′ but as Ll

′−1
k .

We define operators below to disjoin a joint machine and its schedules.

Definition 8 (Disjoin Machines). Given two machine labels i′, i′′ /∈ I, a set P i
′

= {P i′j : j ∈ J}
of processing times after disjoining, two blocking constraints b′, b′′ ∈ {Wb,RSb,RCb*,RCb}, oper-
ator disjoinMachines(M, l, i′, i′′, P i

′
, b′, b′′) disjoins machines i′ and i′′ which have been previously

conjoined into a joint machine 〈l〉 in a given MBPFSP model M = (I, J, P, µ,B) and returns an
MBPFSP model M′ = (I ′, J ′, P ′, µ′, B′) where the following conditions hold.

• I ′ = I ∪ {i′, i′′} \ {〈l〉}
• P ′ = expand(P, 〈l〉, i′, i′′, P i′)
• B′ = restore(B, l, b′, b′′),

• J ′ = J

• µ′ = restore(µ, l, i′, i′′)

Definition 9 (Disjoin Schedules). Given a schedule S, a machine position l with 〈l〉 = i after
disjoining, and a set P i = {P ij : j ∈ J} of processing times of the jobs for machine i after machine

disjoining, operator disjoinSchedules(S, l, P i) disjoins schedules of machine i for each job to obtain
a resultant schedule S ′, which is computed in the following way.

1. Each Sl
′
k with l′ ≤ l in S is directly in S ′. Each Sl

′
k with l′ > l in S is in S ′ but as Sl

′+1
k .
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2. Each C l
′
k with l′ < l in S is directly in S ′. Each C l

′
k with l′ ≥ l in S is in S ′ but as C l

′+1
k .

3. Each Ll
′
k with l′ < l in S is directly in S ′. Each Ll

′
k with l′ ≥ l in S is in S ′ but as Ll

′+1
k .

4. Add Sl+1
k , C lk, Llk to S ′ where Sl+1

k = C lk = Llk = Slk + P ij , [k] = j, for each k.

Below we define notions associated with operators that preserve certain given properties.

Definition 10 (Property Preservation). Assume M′ = conjoinMachines(M, l, i, b) or M′ =
disjoinMachines(M, l, i′, i′′, P i

′
, b′, b′′). An operator such as conjoinMachines or disjoinMachines is

1. feasibility preserving if for any arbitrary solution π of M or M′, the blocking constraints
in B of M are satisfied if and only if those in B′ of M′ are satisfied.

2. makespan preserving if for any arbitrary solution π of M or M′, the makespan values
computed by using M and M′ are the same.

Machine conjoining provides a way to shorten and simplify a flowshop with blocking constraints.
In contrast, machine disjoining helps get the original flowshop and the original blocking constraints
back. However, not all machine conjoining or disjoining operations are makespan and feasibility
preserving. We provide key lemmas stating the conditions of performing conjoining and disjoining
operations that are makespan and feasibility preserving. Before that, below we study the possible
types of blocking constraints involving two successive machines in an MBPFSP.

Lemma 11 (Blocking Constraints). As mentioned before, constraint Wb is more the flowshop
constraint than a blocking constraint, since there is an unlimited buffer in this case. As long as a
machine is blocked by the current job because there is no buffer and the job cannot go to the next
machine either, RSb, RCb, and RCb* are the only possible blocking constraints.

Proof: A job [k − 1] can have only three events Sl+1
k−1, C

l+1
k−1 and Ll+1

k−1 during its processing by a
machine 〈l + 1〉. So the time point when machine 〈l〉 becomes free from blocking (if any) and can
start processing job [k] can be defined to depend on exactly one of the three events. Table 1 shows
RSb, RCb*, and RCb are the three constraints that respectively involve the three events. �

Lemma 12 (Machine Conjoining). Assume two MBPFSP modelsM = (I, J, P, µ,B) andM′ =
(I ′, J ′, P ′, µ′, B′) are such that M′ = conjoinMachines(M, l, i, b). This conjoinMachines operator is
both makespan and feasibility preserving if and only if one of the following conditions holds:

1. Bl−1 = Wb or RSb, Bl = RCb, Bl+1 = RSb, B′l = b = RSb
2. Bl−1 = Wb or RSb, Bl = RCb, Bl+1 = Wb, B′l = b = RSb
3. Bl−1 = Wb or RSb, Bl = RCb*, Bl+1 = Wb, B′l = b = Wb

Proof: Machine conjoining makes C lk, L
l
k, S

l+1
k time points for any k inM to have no corresponding

time points in M′. Moreover, any machines after position l + 1 in M are moved towards the
beginning of the machine sequence by 1 position in M′.

In all three cases listed above, the conditions specified on Bl−1 in M ensures no Sl
′
k′ for any

l′ < l and for any k′ depends on C lk, L
l
k and Sl+1

k for any k. This is ensured because even for the

immediate previous machine 〈l − 1〉, Sl−1k′ = max(C l−2k′ , C
l−1
k′−1) for Wb and Sl−1k′ = max(C l−2k′ , L

l−1
k′−1)

for RSb. This would not be ensured if Bl−1 = RCb* or RCb, since Sl−1k′ = max(C l−2k′ , C
l
k′−1) for

RCb* and Sl−1k′ = max(C l−2k′ , L
l
k′−1) for RCb. Notice that for any l′ > l+ 1 and for any k′, Sl

′
k′ does

not depend on C lk, L
l
k and Sl+1

k for any k. This is because even for the immediate next machine

〈l + 2〉, Sl+2
k′ = max(C l+1

k′ , C
l+2
k′−1) for Bl+2 = Wb, Sl+2

k′ = max(C l+1
k′ , L

l+2
k′−1) for Bl+2 = RSb,

Sl+2
k′ = max(C l+1

k′ , C
l+3
k′−1) for Bl+2 = RCb*, and Sl+2

k′ = max(C l+1
k′ , L

l+3
k′−1) for Bl+2 = RCb.

Machine conjoining in effect enforces C lk = Llk = Sl+1
k for any k in any π ofM. This is because

the processing times for the resultant machine 〈l〉 in M′ are obtained by adding the processing
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times for machines 〈l〉 and 〈l + 1〉 in M. By enumeration and using the contrapositive law, below
we show that indeed C lk = Llk if and only if the stated conditions on Bl and Bl+1 hold. Note that
Llk = Sl+1

k always holds as the next machine starts processing a job as soon as its processing is
finished by the previous machine. Moreover, Slk in M′ is the same as the Slk in M. However, C lk
and Llk in M′ are respectively C l+1

k and Ll+1
k in M.

Below we directly prove the three conditions on Bl, Bl+1, and B′l as listed in the lemma.

1. If Bl = RCb, then Slk = max(C l−1k , Ll+1
k−1) and so Slk ≥ Ll+1

k−1. If Bl+1 = RSb, then Sl+1
k =

max(C lk, L
l+1
k−1). However, C lk = Slk + P

〈l〉
[k] and so C lk > Slk ≥ Ll+1

k−1. Hence, Sl+1
k = C lk is

proved. Further, Bl = RCb inM transforms into B′l = RSb inM′ as Ll+1
k−1 inM is the same

as Llk−1 inM′. Notice that constraint Bl+1 = RSb inM is satisfied by Sl+1
k = C lk and hence

no corresponding constraint is required in M′.
2. If Bl = RCb, then Slk = max(C l−1k , Ll+1

k−1) and so Slk ≥ Ll+1
k−1. If Bl+1 = Wb, then Sl+1

k =

max(C lk, C
l+1
k−1). However, C lk = Slk +P

〈l〉
[k] and so C lk > Slk ≥ L

l+1
k−1 ≥ C

l+1
k−1. Hence, Sl+1

k = C lk

is proved. Further, Bl = RCb in M transforms into B′l = RSb in M′ as Ll+1
k−1 in M is the

same as Llk−1 in M′. Notice that constraint Bl+1 = Wb in M is satisfied by Sl+1
k = C lk and

hence no corresponding constraint is required in M′.
3. If Bl = RCb*, then Slk = max(C l−1k , C l+1

k−1) and so Slk ≥ C l+1
k−1. If Bl+1 = Wb, then Sl+1

k =

max(C lk, C
l+1
k−1). However, C lk = Slk + P

〈l〉
[k] and so C lk > Slk ≥ C l+1

k−1. Hence, Sl+1
k = C lk is

proved. Further, Bl = RCb* inM transforms into B′l = Wb inM′ as C l+1
k−1 inM is the same

as C lk−1 in M′. Notice that constraint Bl+1 = Wb in M is satisfied by Sl+1
k = C lk and hence

no corresponding constraint is required in M′.

For other possible combinations of the blocking constraints, conjoining is not necessarily makespan
or feasibility preserving. Below we show the reasons behind.

1. If Bl = RCb*, then Slk = max(C l−1k , C l+1
k−1) and so Slk ≥ C l+1

k−1. If Bl+1 = RSb, then Sl+1
k =

max(C lk, L
l+1
k−1). However, C lk = Slk + P

〈l〉
[k] and so C lk > Slk ≥ C l+1

k−1. Clearly, this does not

guarantee that C lk ≥ L
l+1
k−1. Hence, we cannot show any further that Sl+1

k = C lk.

2. If Bl = RSb or Wb, then Slk = max(C l−1k , Llk−1) or max(C l−1k , C lk−1). If Bl+1 = RCb or RCb*

or RSb Wb, then Sl+1
k = max(C lk, L

l+2
k−1) or max(C lk, C

l+2
k−1) or max(C lk, L

l+1
k−1) or max(C lk, C

l+1
k−1)

respectively. We know C lk > Slk, but we cannot show any further that Sl+1
k = C lk.

3. If Bl = RCb or RCb*, then Slk = max(C l−1k , Ll+1
k−1) or max(C l−1k , C l+1

k−1). If Bl+1 = RCb or

RCb*, then Sl+1
k = max(C lk, L

l+2
k−1) or max(C lk, C

l+2
k−1). We know C lk > Slk, but we cannot show

any further that Sl+1
k = C lk.

Given that in processing job [k] no time gap is possible between the schedules of machines 〈l〉
and 〈l + 1〉 in M and in the schedule of machine 〈l〉 in M′, and schedules of no other machines
depend on C lk, L

l
k, and Sl+1

k , we conclude that makespan for any arbitrary π will remain the same
in M and M′ under the stated conditions. �

Lemma 13 (Machine Disjoining). Assume two MBPFSP modelsM = (I, J, P, µ,B) andM′ =
(I ′, J ′, P ′, µ′, B′) are such that M′ = disjoinMachines(M, l, i′, i′′, P i

′
, b′, b′′). This disjoinMachines

operator is both makespan and feasibility preserving if and only if i) b = RSb, b′ = RCb, b′′ = RSb,
or ii) b = RSb, b′ = RCb, b′′ = Wb or iii) b = Wb, b′ = RCb*, b′′ = Wb.

Proof: This lemma follows from Definitions 6, 8, and Lemma 12. �

Lemma 14 (No Successive Conjoining). If machine 〈l〉 is a resultant joint machine in M′
after performing a conjoining operation on machines 〈l〉 and 〈l + 1〉 in M, no further conjoining
is possible involving 〈l〉 in M′ to obtain another MBPFSP model M′′.
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Proof: The first machine in a conjoining operation must be under RCb or RCb* and after conjoining
the RCb or RCb* constraint is replaced by RSb or Wb constraint. So the resultant machine cannot
be the first machine of any subsequent conjoining operator. The blocking constraint of the second
machine in a conjoining operation does not appear after conjoining. Now, for conjoining two
machines, the preceding machine cannot be under RCb or RCb* constraints. This forbids the
resultant joint machine after conjoining to be the second machine of a subsequent conjoining. �

Because of Lemma 14, a series of conjoining operations can be performed on a given MBPFSP
model M in any arbitrary order and the final model M′ will be the same.

Definition 15 (Final Flowshop). Given an MBPFSP M, if there is an l such that conditions
in Lemma 12 are satisfied, then apply a conjoinMachines operation on machines 〈l〉 and 〈l + 1〉 and
consider the resultant MBPFSP M′ as the next M. Repeat the previous step until no machine
conjoining is possible. Let the final MBPFSP be denoted by M∗. For any π, M∗ produces the
same makespan as M does. So we use M∗ instead of M.

Definition 16 (Final Schedule). Given a solution π and a schedule S∗ for the final MBPFSP
model M∗, we repeatedly apply disjoinSchedules operations as long as there is a joint schedule.
When no such operation is possible, we return the resultant schedule S. The solution π remains
the same for all MBPFSP models coming along the series of conjoining or disjoining operations.

Lemma 17 (Conjoin and Disjoin). Given an MBPFSP modelM with m machines and n jobs,
operators conjoinMachines and disjoinMachines each requires O(m + n) time and O(mn) memory.
Given a schedule S for M, operators conjoinSchedules and disjoinSchdules each requires O(mn)
time and O(mn) memory. When any of these operators are applied for a number of times as
mentioned in Definitions 15 and 16, the total time and memory complexities remain the same.

Proof: The proof is straightforward from the definitions of the operators and the time and memory
complexities of replace, restore, collapse and expand operators. Applying each of these operators
for a number of times does increase the memory and time complexities because of Lemma 14.
There could be at most m

2 application of any the operators, and each time they are applied on
different machines, not affecting the other machines. So huge part of the series of operations could
be factored out when they are applied together in a batch. �

Solving MBPFSP via Reengineering. Given an MBPFSP M, we obtain the final flowshop
M∗. Running any search algorithm, we then find a solution π and its makespan using M∗. We
then use π in M to recompute the schedule; the makespan is the same.

4. Flowshop Reengineering in Waste Treatment

Waste treatment is a flowshop scheduling problem where several machines are available in stages
(Martinez et al., 2006). For an example, various municipal solid waste management systems in
Denmark are described (Hartmann et al., 2004). In these systems, various types of wastes are
brought by trucks and then unloaded to tanks. The wastes then pass through blender machines.
The blended wastes are then shifted to composting beds or anaerobic digestors. Now an RSb
constraint is there in between the truck and the tank since the truck cannot be unloaded until the
tank is available. Since the blended wastes flow slowly from the tank to the blender, a tank is
released only when blending is completed. This implies an RCb constraint between the tank and
the blender (Martinez et al., 2006). When the blended wastes are shifted to composting beds or
anaerobic digestors, we see an RSb constraint between the blender and the composting beds or the
anaerobic digestors. As per Lemma 12, a sequence of blocking constraints RSb followed by RCb
and RSb among four machines leads to conjoining of the two machines at the middle into a virtual
joint machine that will be under RSb constraint. This means the tank and the blender operating
under an RCb and an RSb constraint respectively in this case become a joint machine operating
under the replaced RSb constraint. The truck before the tank remains under the RSb constraint.
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5. Related Literature

BPFSPs with various blocking constraints and MBPFSPs are NP-Hard (Hall and Sriskandara-
jah, 1996; Martinez et al., 2006; Trabelsi, 2012; Riahi et al., 2017). Algorithms for MBPFSPs
include a genetic algorithm (Trabelsi et al., 2012), a bee colony optimisation algorithm (Khor-
ramizadeh and Riahi, 2015), a scatter search algorithm (Riahi et al., 2017), and a constraint guided
local search algorithm (Riahi et al., 2019). Local search methods for flowshop variants include an
iterated local/greedy search for permutation and non-permutation flowshops (Benavides and Ritt,
2015) and a constraint guided local search for MBPFSPs with overlapable sequence dependent
setup times (Riahi et al., 2018). Blocking constraint have been studied in job shop scheduling as
well and an iterated greedy search have been proposed (Pranzo and Pacciarelli, 2016). Neverthe-
less, all these research is on search algorithms while our work in this paper is on reengineering a
flowshop model by conjoining adjacent machines and one can then run any available solver.

While our work is based on machine conjoining before performing search, there exists research
on grouping jobs, rather than machines, during search analysing critical paths on some types
of graphs (e.g. temporal, disjunctive, alternative, and directed) representing flowshops (Ding
et al., 2016; Grabowski and Pempera, 2007; Jin et al., 2007). The job groups identified from
the current solution are then used to generate potential neighbouring solutions. In this respect, it
is worth mentioning that most of the recent flowshop solvers use acceleration methods in calculating
makespan of potential neighbouring solutions. The acceleration method is often based on directed
graphs and their critical paths, and also on the reversibility property of flowshops.

6. Experimental Results

In this work, we evaluate our reengineering approach using state-of-the-art solvers for MBPFSPs
and variants. These solvers include constructive heuristic algorithms, a constructive branch-and-
bound algorithm, local search algorithms, and population based search algorithms. Given an
MBPFSP instance and an MBPFSP solver, we first run the solver on the original flowshop model
and then on the reengineered problem model. Then, we compare their performances.

6.1. Constructive Heuristic Algorithms

For flowshop variants, there exist a number of constructive heuristic algorithms (Riahi et al.,
2017; Shao et al., 2018; Riahi et al., 2019), that are based on the very well-known NEH algorithm
(Nawaz et al., 1983). Using appropriate acceleration methods to compute makespan, these algo-
rithms run in O(n2m) time taking O(nm) memory, where m is the number of machine and n is
the number of jobs. Suppose, after reengineering the flowshop by performing machine conjoining,
the number of machines becomes m′ < m. So the NEH-based algorithms will run in O(n2m′) time
and O(nm′) memory. There can be at most m/2 merging possible in a given MBPFSP instance.
So m/2 < m′ ≤ m. For a large n, the time needed to run any of these algorithms thus reduces
significantly. We do not empirically evaluate these any further, since NEH-based algorithms with
the acceleration methods effectively take fractions of a second even with large values of n and m.
For example, n = 800 and m = 60 are the highest values in the very hard benchmark instances
obtained from Vallada et al. (2015) and computation times are much below 1 second.

6.2. A Constructive Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

There exists no exact method for MBPFSP. For BPFSP, existing exact methods (Toumi et al.,
2017) struggle even with small problem instances. We have implemented a branch-and-bound
algorithm for MBPFSP using a recursive procedure. Given n jobs in an MBPFSP, the algorithm
starts from an empty job sequence π. Then for each job sequence π not having n jobs yet, it then
appends to π each job that is already not in π. It invokes into further recursion if the makespan of
the resultant π is smaller than the best found makespan of a complete job sequence having n jobs.
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We run the branch-and-bound algorithm on 5 MBPFSP instances. These instances are gen-
erated using the benchmark small permutation flowshop instances obtained from Carlier (1978)
and then randomly assigning blocking constraints on each machine such that machine conjoining
is possible. Table 2 shows that our reegineering improves time performance of the branch-and-
bound algorithm by 11.82%–22.15%. This is quite understandable since our method improve the
makespan computation of the job sequences by reducing the numbers of machines in the model.

Table 2: Effect of reengineering on the branch-and-bound algorithm. In the table, n is the number of jobs, m and
m′ are the numbers of machines in the original model M and the reengineered model M′ respectively, t and t′

are the times (in seconds) needed by the branch-and-bound algorithm using models M and M′ respectively, and
g = 100× (t− t′)/t is the time gain obtained due to reengineering by machine conjoining.

n m t m′ t′ g

10 6 0.158 3 0.123 22.15
11 5 1.067 3 0.884 17.15
12 5 10.597 3 9.344 11.82
13 4 121.822 2 99.652 18.19
14 4 3043.48 2 2410.223 20.81

6.3. Population-Based and Local Search Algorithms

We evaluate our reengineering approach using incomplete algorithms, that do not provide any
guarantee to find an optimal solution. We consider both population based algorithms and local
search algorithms. We consider algorithms that are aware of blocking constraints and that are
not; this is because machine conjoining eliminates RCB and RCB* constraints from the model. We
consider state-of-the-art algorithms that are for MBPFSP and for other variants. Below we briefly
describe the four algorithms that we use in these experiments.

1. CGLS (Riahi et al., 2019) is a constraint-guided local search for MBPFSP. It uses blocking
constraints to identify jobs that cause delays in the schedules. The identified jobs are then
selected for rescheduling during various phases of the search algorithm.

2. IG IJ (Tasgetiren et al., 2017) an integrated greedy local search algorithm for BPFSP (RSb
only). It uses blocking constraints only in the makespan computation, but not in selecting
jobs to generate neighbouring solutions. We adapt this algorithm with MBPFSP.

3. WWO (Shao et al., 2018) is a population-based water wave optimisation algorithm for
BPFSP with sequence dependent setup times. We adapt this algorithm with MBPFSP. Like
the IG IJ algorithm, the adapted WWO algorithm uses blocking constraints only in the
makespan computation, but not in selecting jobs to generate neighbouring solutions.

4. SS (Riahi et al., 2017) is a population-based scatter search algorithm for MBPFSP. It uses
blocking constraints only in the improvement method (while CGLS uses in various phases)
to select jobs that can be rescheduled to get neighbouring solutions.

Note that for each of the above four algorithms, we have used a method named design of exper-
iments (Montgomery, 2017) to find the best suitable parameter values. The design of experiments
method considers a full factorial combination of parameter values.

We use 240 benchmark permutation flowshop instances (Vallada et al., 2015). In this bench-
mark, there are 24 groups with n ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 800} and m ∈ {20, 40, 60}, where each group
contains 10 instances. In MBPFSP literature, blocking constraints are normally distributed uni-
formly over machines. To study the effect of machine conjoining, where possible using uniform
random number distributions, in this work, we generate blocking constraints for the 240 instances
such that reengineered models have p ∈ {10, 20, 30} percent fewer machines than the original
models. Since 2 machines take part in a conjoining operation, p could be at most 50%.
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Impact on Makespan

We run each of the four algorithms CGLS, IG IJ, SS, and WWO on the original MBPFSP model
(denoted by O) and the reengineered model (denoted by R) 5 times for each of the 240× 3 = 720
instances (3 for p values) on the same computer with timeout 90nm milliseconds. We compute
relative percentage deviation RPD = 100 × (A − B)/B for each instance, where B is the best
makespan obtained by any of the algorithm-model combinations compared in that experiment and
A is the makespan obtained by a given algorithm-model combination. We then calculate average
RPD (ARPD) over 5 runs of each instances, then over 10 instances of each group, and finally over
8 groups of numbers of job n. We show results for p and m combinations. Note that the lower the
ARPD of an algorithm-model pair, the better the performance.

Figure 3 shows the ARPDs obtained by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms
with the original models and the reengineered models. From the charts, we see that the reegineered
models in most cases help algorithms obtain better ARPDs than when the original models are used.
When p is 10 and m is 20 or 40, differences in the numbers of machines in the original models and
the reegineered models are not much. As such performances in those cases with the two types of
models are close. When p = 30 and m = 40, the numbers of machines are reduced, but in CGLS,
the positive effect is greatly reduced because CGLS extensively uses blocking constraints in various
phases of search and due to machine conjoining many RCb and RCb* constraints are replaced by
RSb and Wb constraints. As can be seen from the respective chart, the WWO algorithm appears
to be not affected much by reengineering. Apart from three p-m combinations, the performance of
using reegineering over not reusing is mixed and somewhat random.

Figure 3: ARPDs (with error bars) obtained by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms with the
original model (-O) and the reengineered model (-R). In each chart, the x-axis shows p-m combinations, and the
y-axis shows the ARPD values when only the algorithm-model pairs shown in the respective chart are used in the
ARPD calculation.

To confirm these findings, in Figure 4, we show 95% Confidence Intervals with Tukey’s Honest
Significant Differences for each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms with the original
model (-O) and the reengineered model (-R). As can be seen from the figure, the differences are
statistically significant for the CGLS, IG IJ, and SS algorithms, but not for the WWO algorithm.
We further investigate later to find the reasons behind these performances.

To observe the behaviours of the search algorithms, in Figure 5, we show the average makespan
values obtained over 5 runs by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms in each 1000
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Figure 4: 95% Confidence Intervals with Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference for each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO,
and SS algorithms with the original model (-O) and the reengineered model (-R). In each chart, the x-axis shows the
original and the reengineered models and the y-axis shows the ARPD values when only the algorithm-model pairs
shown in the respective chart are used in the ARPD calculation.

seconds of the search on one MBPFSP instance with n = 800, m = 60, p = 30. Performances
are similar on most other instances. Rather than the 90nm milliseconds timeout as is used in
other experiments, an extended timeout of 180nm milliseconds has been used to run all these
experiments. As we can see from the charts in Figure 5, given the same search time spent, the
reengineered models help respective search algorithms obtain better makespan values than when
the original models are used. These charts however do not show us the reasons behind such better
performances of the reengineered models over the original models.

Impact on Iterations

With the number of machines reduced and some blocking constraints eliminated, we expect
faster per iteration time in the local search algorithms when using the reengineered models than
when using the original models. In a similar way, we expect the numbers of iterations (or the
number of laps in the main loop) will increase for the population based algorithms as well. Table 3
shows the average relative iteration deviation ARID = 100 × (IR − IO)/IO for each algorithm
on each instance group, where IR and IO are the average numbers of iterations completed by an
algorithm using the R and O models respectively. We see that for large m and p, ARID goes up
to 30.41, 46.67, 167.88, and 32.38 for CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms respectively. While
it is reasonable to accept that the additional explorations help CGLS, IG IJ, and SS algorithms
obtain better ARPDs, it does not explain why WWO cannot improve its performance while its
ARIDs are above 100 and go up to 167.88. To find an explanation behind the large ARID values
for the WWO algorithm with the reengineered models w.r.t. the original models, we have noticed
that WWO does not explore the same numbers of solutions in each iteration. Over times, its
parameters such wave length and magnitude change and that makes it explore fewer solutions in
the later iterations than in the earlier ones.
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Figure 5: Average makespan values (y-axis) obtained over 5 runs by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS
algorithms in every 1000 seconds (x-axis) of the search on one MBPFSP instance with n = 800, m = 60, p = 30.

Table 3: ARIDs obtained by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms with reengineering w.r.t. without

p 10 20 30

m 20 40 60 20 40 60 20 40 60

CGLS 0.35 10.78 6.57 22.18 19.50 19.24 5.51 16.46 30.41

IG IJ 9.40 11.72 13.83 26.74 21.79 27.87 40.07 43.38 46.67

WWO 109.61 113.53 112.94 141.18 143.81 147.15 161.34 167.61 167.88

SS 8.69 9.00 12.55 28.51 22.69 21.90 41.99 36.65 32.38

Figure 6: Average makespan values (y-axis) obtained over 5 runs by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS
algorithms in each iteration (x-axis) of the search on one MBPFSP instance with n = 800, m = 60, p = 30.
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To obtain further explanations, in Figure 6, we show the average makespan values obtained
over 5 runs by each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO, and SS algorithms in each iteration of the search
on one MBPFSP instance with n = 800, m = 60, p = 30. Performances are similar on most
other instances. Rather than the 90nm milliseconds timeout as is used in other experiments, an
extended timeout of 180nm milliseconds has been used to run all these experiments. As is already
known from Table 3, within the same timeout, algorithms run for fewer iterations with the original
models than with the reengineered models. From Figure 6, we see that the average makespan
values in corresponding iterations are similar for each algorithm with the reengineered model and
the original model. This is expected as reengineering affects m the numbers of machines, not n the
numbers of jobs that compose the solution of an MBPFSP instance. From the charts of CGLS,
IG IJ, and SS algorithms, we see that the average makespan values show declining trends over
iterations. So with reengineering when more iterations can be completed and more solutions can
be explored, the performance is expected to be better for these three algorithms. Unfortunately,
this is not the case for WWO. The WWO algorithm achieves a good improvement in the makespan
values in first few iterations, and after that there is no declining trend within the timeout. As such
WWO does not improve its ARPD even though it can explore much more iterations, compared to
the other three algorithms, with the reengineered model than with the original model.

Overal Performance

For an overall analysis of the state of the art of MBPFSP, in Table 4, we show the numbers of
instances where each of the algorithm-model pairs obtains the best and the worst makespan values
at least once in 5 runs on each of the 720 instances. With the reengineered models, each algorithm
obtains the best (worst) makespan values in more (less) instances than with the original models.
CGLS-R obtains the best makespan in the most number of instances and the worst makespan in
the least number of instances. These results clearly show the effect of flowshop reengineering.

Table 4: Numbers of instances where each of the algorithm-model pairs obtains the best and the worst makespan
values at least once in 5 runs on each of the 720 instances. CGLS-O represents the state-of-the art method.

Numbers of instances where best makespan

CGLS IG IJ WWO SS

R 277 165 26 9
O 153 74 16 7

Numbers of instances where worst makespan

CGLS IG IJ WWO SS

R 5 13 196 147
O 11 24 198 258

Lastly, in Figure 7 left, we show the ARPDs obtained for p-m combinations by each of the
four algorithms. Performances of WWO and SS are mixed compared to each other, but clearly
worse than that of CLGS and IG IJ algorithms. Among CGLS and IG IJ, the former is better
than the latter, but their difference is not much compared to the differences with WWO or SS. In
Figure 7 right, we show only the local search algorithms, since these obtain the better performances
compared to the population based algorithms. It is clear that reegineering improves performance
of both algorithms, and CGLS-R is the best performing algorithm-model pair. Figure 8 shows
the 95% Confidence Intervals with Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences for the algorithm-models
compared in Figure 7.

7. Conclusions

Blocking constraints are ubiquitous in machine scheduling. Machines followed by limited buffers
or no buffers are subject to blocking constraints. A machine might get blocked by the current job
that has just been processed by the same machine, since there might not be any buffer after the
machine or the machine might be using a mutually exclusive resource that is also used by the
next machine. We study mixed blocking permutation flowshop scheduling problems that simul-
taneously use various types of blocking constraints. In this paper, we show that under certain
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Figure 7: ARPDs (y-axis) obtained for p-m combinations (x-axis) by (left) each algorithm when reengineered models
are used (right) local search algorithms using both the reengineered and the original models.

Figure 8: 95% Confidence Intervals with Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences for each of the CGLS, IG IJ, WWO,
and SS algorithms with the original model (-O) and the reengineered model (-R). In each chart, the x-axis shows the
original and the reengineered models and the y-axis shows the ARPD values when only the algorithm-model pairs
shown in the respective chart are used in the ARPD calculation.

conditions, two successive machines operating under blocking constraints involving mutually ex-
clusive resources can virtually be treated as a joint machine and this abstraction process preserves
the makespan of any possible schedules. We then use this abstraction strategy in reengineering
a permutation flowshop before performing search. The reengineering approach shortens the job
processing pipeline and eliminates or simplifies blocking constraints present in the flowshop model.
As a result, search algorithms become more efficient and explore more solutions within a given
timeout, and consequently find significantly better makespan values than when no reengineering is
used. We empirically evaluate the effect of such reengineering approach on state-of-the-art search
algorithms on a set of benchmark instances. In this paper, we also show an example of machine
conjoining in the waste treatment industry.
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